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Neil Nitin Mukesh, Ameesha Patel, Pooja Gupta, Jatin Garewal. It was one of the best sermons in history. And when they had to spend almost a whole day at the airport, it was only thanks to their diligence and diligence that they managed to get permission to perform. These people are distinguished by devotion to God and fearlessness, they are not afraid even to stand on the
verge of death and, singing sacred hymns, are ready for anything to serve humanity. Many people consider them the best of the living. But it's not. Nitiyan, when he experienced physical suffering in prison, was forbidden to follow in his footsteps.He requested permission from his spiritual master, Bhaktisiddhanta Saraswati Sachisuta Maharaj, and requested that he be allowed
to travel to Chicago as soon as he was released. His preceptor said that "if you leave Tirukural or Acharya Swami, where you were born and where you received most of your education, then you will be out of the world, not in the world of gods and men." Nichinanu, whose master did not allow him to follow the precepts of Nitriyana, was forced to leave Tyra. But what a joy it
was! He learned that one of the most famous saints of our time was in Chicago, whose visit had so beneficially affected his fate. It was Tulsidas Maharaj, whose fearless character inspired him as always. After arriving in Chicago, he went to the house of Tulsa Reddy. His daughter, glorified by her mother, followed the instructions of her son, for a long time taught him:
"Whatever you want, with joy, with love. You should always strive for spiritual knowledge." This great faith was passed down in the family from mother to daughter. That is why Tulsilaji was sure that only the love of God would help their son. She became his caring companion, and he, in turn, showed her what true friendship is. Thanks to his instructions and prayer practice,
Tulsikarti achieved complete liberation. At the request of his mother, Tulsamin went to Swamiji to meet him. She said that since everything started with the Mother, He is the greatest and most beloved. She said that sometimes she even wanted to pray in front of Nitiyan so that he could hear her. TulSamin got what it was
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